
E M P O W E R I N G  

G R E E N  M O B I L I T Y

Nachhaltiger Fahrspaß für dich und die Umwelt  Sustainable driving fun for you and the environment



Delays
3 days and 17 hours in traffic jams per year

Traffic congestion
550,000 car trips per day 

on Münster's roads.

Lack of space
crowded streets and 

nerve-racking search for a parking space. Lack of exercise
An office worker sits an average of 7.5 
hours per day. 

Stress and bad mood
Every second driver feels stressed in 
traffic.

CO2 emissions
Motorized private transport accounts for a 

significant share of CO2 emissions. 

Ineffective mass transit leads cities to 
gridlock



Shared Mobility rethought -
sustainability meets innovation



TAM
445.000 Persons

SAM
95.000 Persons

SOM
4.750 Persons

+65% untapped potential 

+20% market growth

Strongly growing market with 
untapped potential



tretty stands with advantages over 
the competition

faster than walking

more relaxed than by public transport 

more environmentally friendly than by car

space-saving, keeping fit

reduces traffic jams and CO2 emissions

slow

expensive

cheap

fast

Size of bubble = 
sustainability 

Hight of bubble = 
flexibility



A business model that ensures 
sustainable success

01

02

B2C
▪ Public sharing of the scooters in free 

floating

B2B
▪ Leasing of advertising discs          
▪ Leasing of own tretty fleet         
▪ Free rides/minutes for employees and 

customers

Pay-per-use model (billing at the price 
per minute)
Day/time passes

Monthly/annual leasing rate/ rent
Pre-paid rate



Required investment

200.000€
Extension of our fleet in Münster

preparation for the municipal tender 

for bike-sharing in Münster

Marketing and Sales for B2B



A team of founders whose skills 
complement each other perfectly

Max Weldert Amir Marouf

CEO

Psychology

Sales & Marketing

Dentist

Sebastian Waeteraere

Business Development & 
Finances

International Management

Patrick Hagemann

Product development
& Construction

Mechanical engineering


